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1 INTRODUCTION

The Nodiz Pro GenX is a state of the art, fully mappable ignition controller for four cylinder spark ignition

engines. It can be used either to replace older distributor based ignition systems for more modern coil packs,

or even to allow the running of carburettors on more modern engines which do not feature a distributor drive.

It features in-built coil drivers, so there is no need for EDIS or any external modules that are required with

some other systems.

The system opens the doorway to 3D ignition, whereby the commanded advance angle is based not only on

engine speed but also on engine load.  The load can be derived from either a Manifold Absolute Pressure

Sensor (MAP), or using a potentiometer type Throttle Position Sensor (TPS).

The Nodiz Pro GenX is incredibly simple to install, and will always arrive pre-loaded with a suitable base-map of

your choice. With so few connections to make and pre-made loom options, you can be up and running in a

matter of minutes.

To use the Nodiz Pro GenX, you will need the following components. All can be obtained from our website

(www.NODIZ.co.uk) or sourced locally.

● Trigger Wheel - In the case of modern engines this will probably already either be cast into the

flywheel, or fitted to the front pulley. For example 36-1 (Ford) or 60-2 (Vauxhall, BMW, VW, Peugeot

etc)

You can also retrofit a trigger wheel onto your engine if it does not feature one already. Note that the

Nodiz Pro GenX now supports an array of triggers such as Mazda, Subaru, Rover, and others. You

are no longer limited to just 36-1 or 60-2.

● Crank Sensor – A standard 2 or 3 Wire VR type crank sensor

● Coil Pack – Standard Wasted Spark ‘dumb’ coil pack for a four cylinder engine. (Ford or Bosch coil pack

types supported).  Pencil style coils are not supported.

If you plan to have a 3D map, then you will also need a 3-pin TPS sensor fitted to your throttle

linkage/carburettor(s) or a Manifold Pressure sensor plumbed to the inlet manifold via a length of vacuum

hose. Note that it is not essential to fit a throttle or MAP sensor to use the Nodiz Pro GenX.  The ignition can be

used in a 2D mode for simplicity if required, whereby the ignition advance only changes based on the engine

RPM.
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The Nodiz Pro GenX also includes the following features:

● 16 Load by 16 Speed Sites, with full 3D interpolation and user definable Speeds/Loads.

● User settable RPM Soft and Hard Cut Rev Limiters.

● Intake Air Temperature & Coolant Temperature reporting, compensation and cooling fan control.

● A programmable Shift Light output.

● 12v Tachometer Output.

● 3 spare programmable outputs based on either RPM (i.e. V-TEC control), coolant temperature (i.e. Fan

Control), Intake temperature (i.e. Water Injection control), or Manifold Pressure (i.e. for 5th Injector

systems).

● Boost Control (Closed Loop)

● USB or Serial communications

1.1 Safety Considerations

Precautions should be taken to reduce the risk of electric shock from the engine’s ignition system. These should

include:

- Ensuring that the circuits are disconnected and the ignition system is off before making any

modifications, removing spark plugs etc.

- Keeping your hands away from the spark plugs/ wires while the system is live.

- Read and follow the manual closely.

The steps in the manual should mean that it is relatively straightforward to get the engine running on the

basemap.  We also have a full time support phone number and email address where we can assist with most

queries.

Basemaps are provided for startup purposes.  The engine should not be driven under load on the basemap.   It

is provided to assist you in getting the engine up to temperature while stationary and check for leaks, which is a

useful thing to do prior to booking a dyno session where the engine will be calibrated using the MEITE software

(available as a free download from the website).

Calibration of the ECU should then be undertaken by a professional so that the ignition timing can be

optimised.  Driving on the basemap could risk damage to your engine.

While we have designed the ECU to be as simple to install as possible, you could always opt for a professional

automotive electrician or ECU calibrator to install the ECU for you.
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1.2 Getting Help & Support

Our contact phone number is +44 (0) 1373 710610 Mon-Fri 9am-5pm GMT where one of our support

engineers will be happy to guide you through any queries. Alternatively, email

support@motorsport-electronics.co.uk.

There is also a vibrant online user community where we would love for you to share your ideas and progress on

projects.

https://www.facebook.com/motorsportelectronics

https://www.facebook.com/groups/metuningandtips/
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2 MOUNTING OF THE NODIZ PRO GENX ECU

The Nodiz Pro GenX ECU is supplied in a sealed aluminium case and is designed to be robust and waterproof.

For greatest longevity, the ECU would ideally be mounted inside the drivers compartment, for example in the

passenger footwell.  It could be removed from the vehicle and kept in a dry environment if the vehicle is

disabled for long periods of time e.g. if it is stored over winter.  It should not be fitted in close proximity to

extreme heat sources such as the exhaust manifold.

For convenience, many users mount the ECU using sticky-back Velcro pads to allow for easy removal, though a

more secure mounting can be achieved by utilising the four mounting lugs on the side of the ECU.

The case itself does not need to be earthed, and so can be mounted to painted/non-metallic surfaces.

3 THE NODIZ PRO GENX ECU

3.1 INDICATOR LED

The Nodiz Pro GenX has a Blue LED on the case end next to the main connector. This shows the status of the

ECU, as detailed in the table below.

LED Status Meaning

Off ECU is not powered (Check 12v/ground)

Flashing Check the “LED Flash Codes” below

Solidly Lit ECU is powered and the ECU is receiving and
interpreting the crank signal correctly.

LED Flash Codes Meaning

1 pulse then a pause ECU is powered and in “36-1/Ford” Mode.

2 pulses then a pause ECU is powered and in “60-2/Vauxhall” Mode.

3 pulses then a pause ECU is powered and in a different trigger mode than
those above  (eg Mazda, Rover etc).

Flashing On/Off Quickly while cranking A crank signal is being detected by the ECU but it is
noisy or is not of the expected trigger pattern set in
the MEITE software.  Check the crank sensor, wiring,
and trigger settings in MEITE.
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4 TRIGGER WHEEL & SENSOR INSTALLATION

4.1 OEM TRIGGER WHEELS

If you already have a stock crank sensor/trigger wheel on your engine it can be either a 36-1 (35 teeth and one

gap) in the case of Fords, or 60-2 (58 teeth then a large double gap) in the case of other makes. Other triggers

are supported by the GEN-X though may require different wiring. Note in the case of many Ford engines, this is

cast onto the back of the flywheel, and on many Vauxhalls it is an internal trigger ring on the crankshaft. A Ford

flywheel (note the lines, with one missing) and a C20XE crankshaft with trigger ring are pictured below:

With the Nodiz Pro GenX, an array of triggers such as Mazda, Subaru, Rover, and others are now supported.

4.2 FITTING AFTERMARKET TRIGGER WHEELS

If your engine does not feature a stock trigger pattern that is compatible with the Nodiz Pro GenX, or any

trigger wheel/sensor at all (for example a Ford Pinto Engine or early A-Series), then you will need to source or

fabricate a trigger wheel pulley and crank sensor bracket. Luckily several companies supply bolt-on trigger

wheel and sensor kits (such as the Crossflow one from Burton Power pictured below left), and we also supply

universal trigger wheels which can be machined to suit your pulley.  This is shown below as fitted to a Vauxhall

Viva (below right). A full install article on this fitting process is given on our website here.
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Note when installing an aftermarket 36-1 wheel, care should be given such that the gap will pass over the

sensor when the engine is approximately at 90 degrees BEFORE top dead centre.  This will mean that the

engine is much more likely to start on the basemap without having to change any settings in software.

If it is not set to 90 degrees, there is a setting in the MEITE software that can still be adjusted to allow for this.

This setting is the Trigger Offset which can be found in the engine driver table on the start tab of MEITE.  See

the later section in the manual about how to set your Trigger Offset using a timing light.

4.3 CRANK SENSOR FITMENT

As above, the sensor should be fitted ideally such that the missing tooth is over the sensor when the engine is

at 90* BTDC when using a 36-1 wheel. OEM sensor installations on Ford engines are usually at this angle, and

on other makes that use a 60-2 trigger, the sensor is usually fitted at 112* BTDC.

The gap should be less than 1mm between sensor and teeth - the sheet of paper test is the usual method to

confirm this, and there should not be any runout of the wheel. An example of a 36-1 trigger wheel and ford

type crank sensor is shown below.

(source: Google images
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5 COIL PACK INSTALLATION

The coil pack should be a “passive” type, that means that it does not house an ignitor unit inside. The Ford

Focus type coils (LEFT) and basic Vauxhall/Bosch types (RIGHT) are reliable and inexpensive.

The Nodiz Pro GenX is available with premade loom options for certain engines.  This makes installation quick

and simple.  Depending on the choice of loom, it will have either a 3-pin “Ford” oval style connector, or a

“Vauxhall” style 4 pin connector for the coil.

5.1 A NOTE ON FIRING ORDERS

The Nodiz Pro GenX ECU operates the ignition  in what is called wasted spark mode. That is, one ignition spark

is happening on the cylinder that is at compression (with a fresh petrol/air mix) and the other spark happens at

the same on the cylinder that just pushed the exhaust gases out (which is the ‘wasted’ spark.) If you remove

the head from a four cylinder engine, you will see that the outside two pistons are at the top of the bores at

the same time as each other other, with pistons 2 & 3 then reaching the top 180 degrees later.

A typical firing order (over 720 degrees of the crankshaft turning) would be 1-3-4-2.  Wasted spark ignition fires

the two coil drivers alternately every 180 degrees (A-B-A-B over 720 crank degrees). If we write this as two

columns, with the firing order on the left, and the coils firing pattern on the right we can see:

Cylinder 1 is fired by coil  A

Cylinder 3 is fired by coil B

Cylinder 4 is fired by coil A

Cylinder 2 is fired by coil B

This means that your HT leads from the ignition channel driven by “A” should be running to cylinders spark

plugs on 1 & 4, and that the channel driven by “B” should be connected to cylinders 2 & 3.
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It also means that if you notice later your firing is 180 degrees out of phase, you can simply swap the leads.

A full video explanation, including for V8 engines, is given here.
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6 WIRING INSTALLATION

The Nodiz Pro GenX can be supplied with different loom options:-

- Unterminated loom, whereby the ECU is supplied with wiring from the main connector, but no engine

connections (used for creating custom wiring harnesses)

- Pre-made harness with either Ford or Bosch (Vauxhall, Peugeot, BMW, VW etc) fittings.  A Ford type is

pictured below.

If you are using a Ford Coil Pack with a three pin oval connector, a Ford VR crank sensor type then the Ford

Zetec loom option would usually be the best starting point.  This is often the case where a new 36-1 universal

trigger wheel has been fitted.

The following sections detail the various steps to wiring if using an unterminated loom, as well as connecting

some of the additional features not catered by the pre-made looms as standard.
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6.1 GENERAL WIRING NOTES

Although the Nodiz Pro GenX has been designed with automatic filters for crank signal noise, it is still important

to follow these basic, commonly accepted wiring principles when wiring the ECU.

● Keep the Nodiz Pro GenX ECU and crank sensor wiring as far from the HT system as sensibly possible

(HT leads, Coil Pack and Plugs). Around 500mm (rarely as much is needed in practice) spacing is more

than adequate.

● Ensure no wires run where chafing or heat are likely to damage them. If passing through a bulkhead

be sure to use grommets where required.

● Ensure no wires are under stress or undue tension.

● Try to avoid the crank sensor wiring being in very close proximity to other wires along its length such

as wires going to the coil pack, alternator wiring, or any other sources of electrical noise.

● Always use suitable shielded cable for crank sensor wiring.

● Avoid having an excessive length of wiring such that it needs to be looped.

● Ensure any ground/earth wires are of a strong connection to the chassis.

● Ensure that there is a good power supply to the Nodiz Pro GenX, ideally through a separate relay

which is activated when ignition is switched on.  Do not power directly from an ignition barrel.  If using

an ignition barrel to trigger the relay, ensure that it is wired correctly so that power to the Nodiz Pro

GenX is not disconnected when the barrel is turned to crank.

● Always solder and heat-shrink wiring where possible. Bullet connectors and Scotch-Locks are not the

best practises to ensure longevity, and are often sources of reliability issues.

The power supply should use a 5A fuse for protection.
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6.2 MAIN LOOM CONNECTIONS

The Nodiz Pro GenX features an automotive standard connector for various connections to be made to the

engine and other systems. The main connector is a 24-way plug. The pin numbers are written on the plug face.

.

Pin (Colour) Function
A1  (GREEN) COIL B –ve Feed (Switched Earth)

A2 Inlet Air Temperature Sensor
A3 (BLACK) Chassis Ground
A4 (ORANGE) RS232 Transmit
A5 (YELLOW) RS232 Receive
A6 (BLACK) Sensor Ground
A7 (PURPLE) TPS/MAP Sensor Reference (5V)
A8 COIL C (Not used with this model)

B1 (BLUE) COIL A (ECU switches to ground to trigger)

B2 Coolant Temperature Sensor
B3 Launch Control Active (when connected to Earth)

B4 Knock + **
B5 Crank Sensor + (White inside Grey Shield)
B6 Crank Sensor - (White inside Grey Shield)
B7 Sensor Shields/Grounds and Serial RS232

Ground
B8 COIL D –ve Feed (Not used with this model).

C1 Low Side 2 (Typically Cooling Fan Relay)
C2 Low Side 1 (Typically Fuel Pump Relay)
C3 (PINK) TPS/MAP Sensor Signal
C4 CAM VR Sensor +
C5 CAM VR Sensor -
C6 (RED) 12V Main Power (Ignition switched live)

C7 Low Side 3 (Typically VTEC or Shift Light)
C8 (BROWN) Tachometer Output (For 12V tachometers)
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6.3 BASIC WIRING DIAGRAM

The following diagram illustrates the most simple of Nodiz Pro GenX installations. In this mode, there is no load

compensation, so the ECU works in 2D mode.  This uses the engine speed (RPM) alone to determine the

advance curve.
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6.4 CRANKSHAFT POSITION SENSOR

There are two types of crank sensor commonly available, Variable Reluctance (VR) or Hall/Opto type. Most (but

not all) VR sensors have only two connections, whereas most Hall types have three connections (note some

Bosch type VR sensors also have 3 connections, with the 3rd pin being a “shield” connection which can often

be left unused).

If you already have a crank sensor fitted to your engine, you can determine its type (and therefore its wiring) by

using the following information:

If the sensor only has two pins, connect it to a multimeter (it does not matter which pin to which lead), and set

the multimeter to AC Voltmeter mode.  When cranking the engine, it should read a voltage across the two pins

of approximate 1V AC. If the sensor has 3 pins, then do this across pins numbered 1 & 2, and again, if it reads a

voltage when cranking, it is a VR type. Note that Ford engines generally use a two-wire VR type by standard,

whereas Vauxhalls/VWs tend to be either VR or Hall dependent on the model and year of production.

If you plan to fit a new crank sensor, where possible opt for a VR type such as the one that we provide on the

Motorsport Electronics website.

Hall sensors can be used if you are experienced with electronics, but as their specifications can vary a great

deal, we will not be able to directly support you in the wiring of these..
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6.5 IGNITION COIL PACKS

6.5.1 WIRING OF FORD COIL PACKS

The Ford Zetec coil pack needs to receive an ignition switched 12V feed to its centre pin.

The outer two pins are the triggering pins that run to the Nodiz Pro GenX Blue & Green Coil wires. The trigger

pin drives the two ignition output posts (at the same time, as it is a wasted spark setup) that are in-line with it.

A simple diagram of this is shown below, as well as the correct cylinder connections for a typical four-cylinder

engine with a normal 1-3-4-2 firing order. COIL A pin will fire the posts for cylinders 1 & 4, while COIL B pin will

fire the posts for cylinders 2 & 3.
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6.5.2 WIRING OF VAUXHALL/VW/BOSCH COIL PACKS

Bosch/Vauxhall coil packs usually feature a 4-pin mini-timer type connection. The plug also has the pins

numbered, which is useful: (Note our pre-made Vauxhall/VW  harnesses supplied by us already have these

connections in place.)

1 - COIL A (Green)

2 - COIL B (Blue)

3 - 12V IGN

4 - Not Connected
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6.6 WIRING OF THE THROTTLE POSITION SENSOR (TPS 3D MODE - OPTIONAL)

The throttle position sensor (TPS) is used to tell the Nodiz Pro GenX the current throttle position. It should be

of a three wire variety (as in most OEM cases and also if supplied by us.)

First, we must determine what the connections are on your TPS. As a guide, generally, the middle connection is

the TPS signal, but follows this simple guide below to ensure you make the right connections:

1) Set your multimeter to measure resistance in the order of 1 or 2 Mega-Ohms.

2) Connect it to two of the connections on the TPS sensor

3) Sweep the throttle slowly from CLOSED to OPEN, whilst watching the resistance reading.

If the reading on the multimeter stays the same, then you have found the GROUND and TPS VOLTAGE

REFERENCE wires, although we do not yet know which is which.

If the reading starts HIGH, and then REDUCES, then you are connected with the TPS SIGNAL wire and TPS

VOLTAGE REFERENCE wires, although we do not yet know which is which.

If the reading starts LOW and INCREASES then you are connected with the TPS SIGNAL and the GROUND

connection, although we do not yet know which is which.

By changing the pins that you are taking the readings from and going back to step three, you will eventually be

able to mark each wire with GROUND, TPS SIGNAL and TPS 5V VOLTAGE REFERENCE. See the ECU pinout table

for the relevant pins on the ECU to connect to.  You should use the signal ground input for best results.
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6.7 OPTIONAL SYSTEMS WIRING

The Nodiz Pro GenX also has several other optional features.

6.7.1 TACHOMETER OUTPUT

The Nodiz Pro GenX features a 12V @ 50% duty tachometer output that can be used to drive modern or

aftermarket tachometers. Note for 4 Cylinder engines, this is set to the default of two pulses per revolution.

You can change the pulses-per-revolution setting in “Tacho Settings” in the MEITE tuning software but it should

not be necessary.

Pin C8 (see section 6.2) details the connection for the tacho signal from the Nodiz Pro GenX.

For traditional, flyback-based (coil driven) tachometer, the Nodiz Pro GenX tacho output signal will not be

suitable as standard.  A solution to still use your classic tachometer would be to use a conversion module to

adjust the Nodiz Pro GenX output signal to be converted to the higher voltage signal expected.  Once supplier

of these modules is here:

https://www.spiyda.com/tachometer-electronics.html

6.7.2 COOLANT AND INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSORS

The Nodiz Pro GenX features the ability to detect the intake air temperature and/or coolant temperature by

being connected to relevant sensors.  The coolant temperature, for example, could be used to configure a

coolant temperature dependent limiter, an ignition advance modification or to control a warning light circuit.

The sensor calibrations are configurable but the basemap contains a preset default which relates to common

GM/Bosch type sensors.

A guide on using a custom calibration can be found in the general online manual here:

https://motorsport-electronics.co.uk/onlinehelp/html/CalibratingIATCLTSensors.html

As fitted to almost all vehicles equipped with a Bosch ECU, such as Vauxhalls, VWs, Audi, Peugeot, Citroen etc.

You can then alter ignition timing based on these sensors in MEITE.
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Where used, temperature sensors can be wired as shown below.  For example, when wiring the coolant sensor,

a wire should go from pin B2 (coolant)  to one of the sensor pins.  The other sensor pin should be connected to

the ECU sensor ground pin.  The two pins on the  temperature sensor can be connected in either orientation

i.e. they are not polarised.

6.7.3 LAUNCH CONTROL/DIGITAL INPUTS

The Nodiz Pro GenX features user programmable launch control. It effectively allows you to hold the engine's

RPM at a configurable limit on pressing a button, which in most cases would be a clutch switch. This ensures

perfect launching RPM, or you can employ ‘no-lift-shifting’ whereby you can keep the throttle wide open

through gear changes and the engine will automatically hold back when depressing the clutch.

The Digital Input is Digital Input 1 (Pin B3), is set to “Clutch Switch” in the basemap by default.
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This would need to be wired as follows:

Note that by default the Launch RPM is set to 3000. You can change this from within the MEITE tuning suite

under the Launch/ALS tab where launch control will need to be enabled.
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6.7.4 EXTERNAL MAP SENSOR SUPPORT

The Nodiz Pro GenX also allows the use of any 5v MAP Sensor. Default settings have been set for you if you use

a Magneti Marelli type 3-BAR Map Sensor. (Part # Magneti 215810001101 & APS 05 01).

You would wire the MAP sensor signal wire into pin C3 instead of the throttle sensor signal wire if you wish to

use manifold pressure as a load source.

In MEITE, on the start tab -> engine driver table, the primary load will need to be set to MAP and the secondary

load to TPS (even though a throttle sensor is not connected).

You will need to calibrate the MAP sensor in MEITE. (See the relevant section of the general online manual

here:

https://motorsport-electronics.co.uk/onlinehelp/html/CalibratingtheMAPSensor.html
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6.7.5 SHIFT LIGHT & AUXILIARY LOW SIDE (LS) OUTPUTS

If you wish, you can install a user programmable shift light. The Nodiz Pro GenX is designed to switch the pin

(Low Side 3/ Pin C7) to GROUND once the RPM trigger point has been met. You set this in the VICS settings in

MEITE.

The Auxiliary output channels (Low Side 1, 2 & 3)  are  identical. You can use them to also drive things like fuel

pump relays or cooling fans by setting the LS channel appropriately in MEITE (under Output settings on the IO

Settings Tab).

By default, the basemaps are set such that:

● LS1 is Fuel Pump (FP relay) which switches to ground when an engine RPM is detected.

● LS2 is Primary Fan (ie Cooling Fan Relay) which switches to ground when the coolant

temperature exceeds the value stated in the Fan Settings in MEITE (default 95 deg C).

● LS3 is VICS (used for Shift Light) which switches to ground by default at an RPM > 6900.

The wiring configurations for these are shown below. If using an LED, be sure to check the polarity. The Nodiz

Pro GenX provides a switched ground and not a power feed.  They can sink 4A of current per output, so relays,

VVT/Idle solenoids or LEDs only should be connected to these pins. Too much current could potentially damage

the output channel.
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7 CONNECTING TO THE MEITE SOFTWARE AND CONFIGURING THE NODIZ PRO

GENX

The Nodiz Pro GenX will arrive preset for either a Ford 36-1 trigger (as per factory on Zetec/ST170s) or a 60-2

(Vauxhall C20XE, VW etc) setup depending on what was specified at the time of ordering.

Where possible, the preconfigured settings will enable you to start the engine on the basemap using the

ignition system out of the box.  If this is not the case, please follow the instructions in this section.

Note you need MEITE to tune the GEN-X, NOT EZ-Tune!

7.1 GETTING CONNECTED TO THE NODIZ PRO GENX

The Motorsport Electronics Integrated Tuning Environment, or ‘MEITE’ for short, is the system used to monitor,

tune and modify our range of engine management products. Designed for Windows 7 or above, it is built using

the latest technology to give a fluid user experience, allowing as much (or as little) control as you like, whilst

still being flexible enough to grow as your knowledge and experience with the system improves.

7.1.1 DOWNLOAD & INSTALL MEITE

The latest version can always be downloaded directly at www.motorsport-electronics.co.uk/support under PC

software.  It also takes charge of updating the connected product inbuilt software (called firmware) to bring

more features to the product as and when they are released.

Once downloaded, follow the prompts to install it onto your PC/Laptop.

7.1.2 CONNECTING TO THE NODIZ PRO GENX

1. First, ensure the Nodiz Pro GenX is powered correctly. The LED would usually be flashing to indicate

that it is powered. (The different flashing patterns are explained in the table in section 3).

2. Connect the USB Cable from the NODIZ to your Laptop.

3. Open the MEITE software program. It will take a moment to automatically search for the NODIZ and

then when it appears in the list, simply double click it to connect to the NODIZ.

When working with the NODIZ and MEITE software, ensure “Connected” is always shown and green in the

bottom right corner of MEITE.

You can now see various pieces of information from the Nodiz ECU, such as battery voltage, RPM and so on.
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7.1.3 LOADING A STARTUP BASEMAP

A basemap is loaded as specified at the point of ordering but a basemap repository is available in the MEITE

software.  You can access this by going to File-> load basemap.  Then you can browse to basemaps under the

Nodiz Pro GenX heading to find one that is most suitable for your engine.

7.2 SETTING TRIGGER WHEEL TYPE & TRIGGER MODE

Most Fords use a 36-1 (that is a trigger wheel with 35 teeth and a “missing tooth” where the 36th tooth should

be). Most others make use of a 60-2 trigger wheel, whereby there are 58 teeth and then a “double” missing

tooth. You can count the teeth to confirm, but in common cases such as Vauxhall, BMW, Peugeot, Volkswagen,

Fiat etc, they generally use the standard 60-2 setup.

Most aftermarket trigger wheel kits use a 36-1 wheel - again, easy to identify by counting the teeth.

The NODIZ needs to be told which type of trigger setup you’re using for engine positioning - and this is done by

following the below process.

Note as standard, we will preload the NODIZ with a map for you. The Status LED will flash indicating the preset

mode - see section 3 on the LED codes.
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7.2.1 SETTING TRIGGER MODE IN MEITE

At the top of the Engine Driver (by default on the “START” Tab) are the Trigger Pattern selectors. The top

“Trigger Pattern” is what is set to be the crankshaft pattern. An array of patterns are supported with the most

common being 36-1 (Ford) or 60-2 (GM/Vauxhall/BMW/VW/Peugeot etc).

With the NODIZ connected, simply drop down the box and change it to match your pattern. A sticker on the

NODIZ will indicate the basemap loaded and pattern preset for you if you ordered a system direct from us.

The “Cam A” pattern is the pattern being sent into the camshaft sensor input. In most cases, this won’t be

connected or used, so it should be left set to none. Except in cases such as using an ST170 where VVT is

needed, then the cam sensor should be connected and the pattern set to “ST170”.

Be sure to always power cycle after changing these settings for them to take effect.
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7.2.2 CONFIRMING SYNC/TRIGGER SETTINGS

There is one critical step to ensuring you’re ever going to run, and that is that the RPM box reads a stable

150-300 RPM when cranking, and that Sync Status reads “Fully Sync’d” without flickering to lost sync.

Step one is to check that Crank IRQs count up when you crank. Every time a tooth flies past the sensor, this

number will increase. It will even increase if you waved a screwdriver in front of the sensor. It doesn't matter

what trigger mode you have, it will always show pulses (if they are arriving!). If this number does not increase,

then you likely have a wiring or sensor fault.

Get these increasing first when cranking, then, hopefully you will have a solid RPM. If not, first check you have

the correct Trigger Pattern set (ie 36-1 or 60-2) and then try changing the Crank Trig. Edge from Rising to Falling

and vice-versa. Be sure to always power cycle after changing these settings for them to take effect.

After you have a stable RPM, the NODIZ will be telling the coils to fire, so unless you have a coil pack, power or

wiring issue, you will have sparks occurring. They may not be at the right time in the engine’s cycle yet (that’s

the next step) but you should get some pops and bangs, and likely, if using a basemap or pre-mapped NODIZ, a

running engine!
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7.3 SETTING BASE-OFFSET ANGLE

The NODIZ Pro™ enables you to accurately set the 0* point by offering a mode called fixed firing. In this mode,

the system will always fire its ignition coil on channel A at what it believes to be 0*, or TDC. Use this mode to

check the position of the Crank Sensor, trigger disc missing tooth angle, and correct coil wiring. You will also be

able to adjust the ‘TRIGGER OFFSET ANGLE’ in MEITE, to ensure that, for example, a commanded advance of

15* BTDC really is 15* BTDC and not out by any amount.

IT IS RECOMMENDED YOU DISCONNECT THE ENGINE'S FUEL SUPPLY OR INJECTORS TO PREVENT THE ENGINE

FIRING DURING THIS INITIAL SETUP PHASE. CARBURETORS WILL USUALLY CONTAIN A SMALL AMOUNT OF

FUEL IN FLOAT CHAMBERS SO THE ENGINE MAY ‘POP’ ON REMAINING FUEL, BUT THIS IS NORMAL.

If you are using an OEM trigger and sensor, please, initially note that:

ST170/Zetec/Duratec (and Ford Engines with a stock sensor) will usually run a 36-1 crank trigger, and require

either 75 or 255 as their offset depending how the coils are wired.

Vauxhall XE/VW/BMW/Peugeot, Fiat and other engines using a stock 60-2 trigger will require an offset of 98

or 278 depending how the coils are wired.

Base-maps already have their settings correct for other engines such as Mazda MX5s, Toyota, Clio etc. All

engines need to have their CAS/base-timing checked, follow the guide below.

If you are using an after-market trigger wheel, or an engine with a trigger wheel fitted at a different angle (such

as the MX5 Mk1 with its CAS sensor) then the following process should be adhered to.

7.3.1 CONFIRMING SPARK & FIXED FIRE MODE

Because the ECU tries to alter the advance angle (the point at which the ignition spark happens in relation to

TDC) dependant on many factors in the map, we need to stop this from happening, and instead, have the ECU

fire at a fixed angle of 0* BTDC (Before Top Dead Centre), regardless of these map settings.

To do this, go to the Ignition Driver (on the left tree System>Ignition Driver) and set Fixed Fire to Yes -

REMEMBER you must turn this back to NO after this setup process otherwise the ignition advance will be fixed

to 0*!
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7.3.2 CHECKING/ADJUSTING BASE TIMING

ENSURE YOU ARE IN THE CORRECT TRIGGERING MODE: SEE THE SECTION 7.2 ABOVE ON TRIGGER MODES.

Firstly, it is important to find the TDC (Top Dead Centre) of cylinder one on your engine, and make a suitable

mark on the front pulley and engine casing, ideally with tippex, such that you can see externally when the

engine is at TDC. Most engines have a marking already, as shown in the image below:

You can clearly see the indent in the pulley, and the ‘10’ mark (meaning when the indent is aligned with this,

the engine is at 10 degrees before TDC) and the ‘T’ mark, which when the indent is aligned with this, it is at 0

degrees - i.e, the piston in Cylinder One is at the top of the bore.

Next, using a timing-light, reading from cylinder one’s HT lead, verify the position of the firing point in relation

to the engine's TDC mark by cranking the engine. If you see no flashes from the timing gun, you may not be

getting a spark - check you are reading a solid RPM in MEITE.

Next, adjust the “Trigger Offset” number in the Engine Driver in MEITE by a few degrees (such as 20) - Do this

by deleting the number, typing in a new one, and pressing ‘enter’ such that the box turns green. You will notice

that the mark you made on the bottom pulley will move closer or further away from the TDC mark as the

system changes its base offset angle.
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The objective is to get the timing light to flash, showing that the engine is firing when your TDC marks align,

i.e. firing at ZERO degrees, or TDC.

Once you are happy with the firing at TDC, you are ready to set the ECU back to using the ignition map for the

angle. In the Ignition Driver, turn “Fixed Fire” to OFF/NO.

7.4 CALIBRATING THE THROTTLE SENSOR

The NODIZ Pro offers the optional ability to use a Throttle Position Sensor, or TPS, as a means of determining

load. This is more common for use on Individual Throttle Body/Twin Carbs or Motorbike Carbs fuelled engines,

as reading a MAP sensor value from these types of engines requires extra piping and take-offs needing to be

fitted.

To enter Throttle Position Sensor calibration mode, with the NODIZ Connected to MEITE, open up the “Throttle

Calibration Wizard” under the top “ECU” menu.

Follow the steps to calibrate as required. If you do not see the green bar moving as you move the throttle,

check your wiring, and use a multimeter to confirm the voltage is changing as you move the throttle at the

throttle signal wire at the NODIZ.
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8 INITIAL RUN-UP

The NODIZ arrives pre-mapped in most cases, and will always be safe enough for idle/engine warm-up testing.

The following flow of testing is a good way of narrowing down faults if the engine then doesn't run:
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9 MEITE TUNING SUITE (WINDOWS)

The tuning suite is designed to run on Windows 7/8/10 onwards 32 or 64 bit versions. It allows full mapping

abilities as well as a host of data-logging features, advanced module setup and features control.

The latest version is always available on the www.nodiz.co.uk website, as well as links to the latest versions of

the Microsoft .NET framework which it requires to run.

The full MEITE manual is available here.
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12 NODIZ PLUG-N-PLAY LOOM FITTINGS

VAUXHALL ENGINES || C20XE/ECOTEC/18XE ETC (VR SENSOR)

The Vauxhall engines have two types of crank sensors available (HALL or VR), ensure you use the VR (later) type

(part number FEB27177 ) as both will fit and read the Vauxhall flywheel.

You can check you have a VR type by connecting a multimeter set to AC VOLTS to pins 1 and 2 of the crank

sensor plug on the engine. Then, crank the engine - you should see approx 1-2volts. If you see no voltage, you

likely have a HALL sensor (older style) which is not supported by the NODIZ Pro.

The connector has 3 pins, with the numbers labelled inside the connector. It is a 3 pin Mini Timer type

connection:

1. - NODIZ VR+

2. - NODIZ VR-

3. - Leave Disconnected.

*If you do not get flashing blue/green when cranking on the NODIZ ensure that you have set the NODIZ to 60-2

mode in the software, and if still no lights, swap pin 1 & 2 of the crank sensors. (ie reverse VR+ & VR-)

BOSCH COIL PACK

The Vauxhall coil packs are a standard bosch type coil pack that has 4 pins using a mini-timer connector. The

pins are labelled in the connector.

1. - COIL A (BLUE)

2. - COIL B (GREEN)

3. - 12V Ignition Live

4. - UNUSED
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On Vauxhall Coil Packs, the two coil posts closest to the signal connector are for cylinders 2 & 3. The furthest

are cylinder 1 & 4.

If the engine fires 180* out of phase, swap the blue and green wires on the coil pack.

VW ENGINES || ABF, AGU, BAM, ADY 8V GTI ETC (HALL SENSOR)

Start with a NODIZ Vauxhall Plug-In System to therefore use the Bosch coil pack and 3 pin plug. You will need to

reuse a VW crank sensor plug as it is a wider type than the normal crank sensor plug we supply.

You must replace the stock HALL sensor with a VR type.  You can use the VW part VW 021 907 319B normally

used on MK3 golf 1.6, which is a drop in replacement to a modern VR type sensor. With this VR type, Pin 1 of

the sensor should go to the black crank sensor wire, and pin 2 should go to the white crank sensor wire. Pin 3

should be left unconnected. You can see this wired as per the image below to the VW 021 907 319B crank

sensor  connector

*If you do not get a solid LED when cranking on the NODIZ ensure that you
have set the NODIZ to 60-2 mode, then, try swapping pins 1 & 2 in the crank

sensor plug.
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COIL PACK

The VW Coil pack part# 032904106b uses pinout: 1-Coil A, 2-12v power, 3-Coil B, 4-Unconnected

VW/Vauxhall Coil pack fitted to VW ADY 2.0 GTI 8V Engine. Note the lead orientation.
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13 TROUBLESHOOTING

ENGINE DOESN'T RUN?

BLUE LED DOES NOT LIGHT AT ALL

. This is the simplest indication of basic power supply. The light should remain lit whilst cranking and running.

1. Check power (minimum of 9 Volts) and ground connections to the Nodiz Pro GenX ECU.

2. Check Fusing.

3. If power and ground is present, and the blue LED still does not light, please contact us.

NO SPARK AT THE PLUGS?

BLUE LED FLASHING

Flashing means that  even though you may be cranking the engine, the signal is not being correctly decoded by

the Nodiz Pro GenX to gain “Sync” with the engine, and therefore fire the coils.

1. Unplug the coil-packs.

2. Check that you have set the Nodiz Pro GenX to the correct crank sensor as per the triggering section in

this manual.

3. Check that the “Crank IRQs” are increasing in MEITE when cranking the engine over - if they are then

the signal is getting to the Nodiz Pro GenX. If this number does not increase when cranking, you have

a sensor or wiring fault. (It will increase by one every time a tooth flies past the sensor)

4. If the Crank Trigger type is set correctly, try changing the edge from falling to rising and vice versa.

“Both” edges are not normally used. Power cycle after any of these changes.

5. Check “Cam Trigger” is set to “none” at this stage.

6. Check that the crank sensor outputs an AC voltage when cranking using a multimeter.

7. Check that this AC voltage is at the Nodiz Pro GenX Crank VR+ and VR- pins.

8. Check that you are using shielded cable for the crank sensor wiring.

9. If all of the above is correct and you still fail to get “Full Sync” in sync status, please contact us.
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BLUE LED SOLID LIT, BUT STILL NO SPARK?

DANGEROUS AREA. CAUTION WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH TENSION COIL PACKS, LEADS, AND PLUGS.

If the BLUE LED is solidly lit when cranking, then in essence the coil drivers are being told to fire. If you have no

spark, do the following:

1. Check continuity between the COIL A, B Signals (and if applicable the other COIL outputs) on the Nodiz

Pro GenX and the coil packs.

2. Confirm the Coil packs receive a strong constant 12V to their power pin even when cranking.

3. Check plugs are not ‘wet’ and that HT leads are in good condition.

4. If all of the above is correct and you still have no spark, please contact us.

MISFIRES/POOR RUNNING

Always check you have used shielded cable for the crank sensor as this is the number one cause of misfires. You

can confirm that you have a strong crank signal by checking the ‘Diagnostics’ tab from the MEITE software. If

the ‘Lost Sync”’ keeps counting up whenever you encounter a misfire, then this is showing missed

synchronisations of the trigger wheel. Also be sure there are no vibrations, and that the trigger wheel is

running ‘true’ with a gap of roughly a sheet of paper between the teeth and the sensor.

If you have no indications of SYNC LOSS (i.e. the readout remains static through-out running of the engine and

the misfire) then chances are you could have a failing coil pack, bad HT Leads or a cracked or failing spark plug.

Basic common sense will help narrow this down.

Lastly, poor carburettor setup can also cause the engine to run badly, so be sure to rule this out with the

appropriate tuning equipment, or by checking plug colour etc.

Last but not least, give us a call for advice on how to get the best from your Nodiz Pro GenX and engine setup!
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NODIZ PRO GENX QUICK START CHECK SHEET

If your engine does not start on the button with one of our pre-loomed systems, please follow the below flow

chart. If at any point you get stuck, please call our support team (Mon-Fri, 9-5 GMT) on +44 (0) 1373 710 610

and let us know which circled number you reached so we can assist further to get you up and running!

The full manual as well as software and guides are available under

support on our website at www.motorsport-electronics.co.uk
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